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Kuiu guide jacket canada

24/11/2012, 10:42 #1 See some good deals in Kuiu this weekend, just wondering if anyone had any experience with the Guide Jacket. I need a decent jacket for wind/water resistance, breathable, but light enough to keep me warm as I like to walk away from the truck as much as possible. 24/11/2012, 10:45 #2 No
return. But I did a ton of research and ordered the jacke and pants yesterday. 24/11/2012, 11:13 #3 I got the jacket. I found it a little cold when I hunted sheep. the wind seems to eat through it. It looked good when I covered myself underneath. That said, I love the way it fits and the location of the pockets. I can put my
calls, camera and rangefinder in different pockets while hunting bows, have easy access to all of them and nothing is stopping me from drawing and shooting my bow. 24/11/2012, 12:31 #4 I got the jacket and agree with what's said above, having said that I was really shocked at how well it repelled the water and kept
me dry even with heavy rains, but I suspect it could demote a bit as the DWR wears a bit. I think the place that is the best use is a breathable protective layer for my base and insulating layers like my wool and merino basses that I'd rather not do as well bust brush. I spent 3 days hunting the upper Pitt and it rains
nonstop up there and after seeing how my attack pants and guide jacket dealt with the rain and how fast they dried i never picked up my rain gear when the rain came, the only time it drenched was when I was sitting on wet logs or floor, but that's to be expected. You will not be disappointed with this equipment and after
moving away from hunting clothing for more mountaineering equipment based on fit and mobility, the price and quality and ability to move properly in this gear brought me back to hunting equipment by Kuiu. 24/11/2012, 13:22 #5 If you will be wearing glasses in the open wind, I recommend the Sitka Jetstream, as it has
the laminated gore windstopper.... it is an exchange, however, as the Kuiu Guide will breathe better for walks, as it does not have the laminate. Longer sleeves and dull in the Guide. 24/11/2012, 17:13 #6 agree with the other comments, I have to layer if it is cold.. Also super fast dry... 24/11/2012, 18:41 #7 Is a system.
It's definitley not a do it all. Depending on the hunt and the temperature. Layers of wool under, and a jacket down, and rain shell on. It is light enough to hunt summer sheep and with layers is good until the end of October. As for rainproof, it works with light rain. But I put the bark on top when it really starts to rain or snow
comes back packing and not where to dry it. Originally posted by hunter1947 Syndicates and lighthouse is what I fried the liver with a flower coat liver,,I like the tong,,the hart,, its very good food...... 24/11/2012, 18:47 #8 Definitely the quality equipment out there for the price. It's not the hottest as others have said, but I
have the DCS Guide and if I use a lightweight synthetic bass layer underneath (or more specifically have it on the packaging so you can put it on when you're still) it's a stellar jacket. Great pockets, great fit and very quiet. I also have 2 pairs of attack pants and for above freezing temperatures and a light merino wool
base, you won't find better pants that dry as quickly as they do. As Big Boar said, these technical companies like Kuiu and Sitka should be used as a system not to stand alone, so if you use your solid gear in this way. 24/11/2012, 21:48 #9 I prefer the Optifade, but I have to say that vias grew on me and looks quite
versatile... In fact, it combines very well in the snowy conditions. 25/11/2012, 8:36 #10 I have a few layers of Sitka base that I would use as a system with the Kuiu System, so I think a good sea wool session and my Sitka Traverse base layer under the Kuiu Guide jacket would be good for some white-tailed novemeber
hunts. I walk a little so that something that can breathe and dry fast is key, besides being silent and layers of light to be able to move while still staying warm. I like the new digital standard they came out with, but I'm looking at the Brown Solids or Olive, going to do a camouflaged season next year. Thank you guys.
28/07/2016, 19h30 Date of departure: Dec 2010 Location: Look behind you :) Posts: 27,345 Sitka or Kuiu and why? Let's say you had the option of either or... what system do you choose and why? Looking for early/medium/late options. LC ___ the same guy who started Sitka started Kuiu. Sitka was her first baby, but
they wanted to go to Cabela's mainstream. His dream was to keep it small, cut the middleman thing, be able to afford to do more, provide more than one product for the price without the middleman. So when sitka became mainstream he switched gears. At least that's what they told me. Sitka has been good enough for
me, I really like her research and intentional design behind her equipment. When you use it in the mountains, all these little details on your equipment really make a difference. Well done, if high price. I've never played a kuiu, so I can't help... 28/07/2016, 19h57 Date of action: Mar 2012 Posts: 283 Thats a though one,
are you set to go with a complete system of the same brand? I usually research similar products between Sitka, Kuiu &amp; First Lite and choose the one that fits me best with the features I prefer. I seem to gravitate to first lite stuff almost every time. If you have time, listen to this podcast with Ken &amp; Ryan from First
Lite - some good laughs there . 28/07/2016, 20h00 20h00 2.374 I'm a mixing and game guy I hate the kuiu and sitka packages I like more of the kuiu super down layer better than the kelvin set of Sitka I like the wooden pants on everything else As for long underwaer I like to break-ice I use Sitka Storm Front for rain
because at the time was 3 layer and the others where 2 Also depends on its construction , I'm athletic built , everything fits perfectly I have a friend who is short n round and some things do not fit very well ___ Only here to buy n sell... 28/07/2016, 08:06 PM Join Date: Feb 2011 Posts: 2,374 I practically pack all the same
clothes from August 15 to October 31 I saw winter in August and summer in October The ram in my photo was filmed at the end of 2 years ago , it was the most pleasant if I ever had for a trip of 10 days. The mood at the opening of that year was more like winter ___ Just here to buy n sell ... 28/07/2016, 21h30 Date of
departure: May 2007 Location: Sherwood park Posts: 281 Depends on what purpose you use it. For active hunting of light weight is kuiu. As mentioned above the guy who started kuiu also started Sitka. He left Sitka and started kuiu because using the best materials and technology was cost prohibitive with the Sitka retail
model. When you buy kuiu you are getting the best there is. When you buy Sitka you are getting decent stuff restricted by retail tags. Kuiu doesn't really have equipment that will work for real cold-time hunting. 28/07/2016, 21h49 Action Date: October 2010 Location: Sylvan Lake Posts: 638 I have both, I have gravitated
toward kuiu because the equipment seems to fit me better. They're both great equipment. 28/07/2016, 22h12 Action Date: Dec 2009 Posts: 281 Quote: Originally posted by Abe89 In all reality they are very close to the same idea... the same guy who started Sitka started Kuiu. Sitka was her first baby, but they wanted to
go to Cabela's mainstream. His dream was to keep it small, cut the middleman thing, be able to afford to do more, provide more than one product for the price without the middleman. So when sitka became mainstream he switched gears. At least that's what they told me. Sitka has been good enough for me, I really like
her research and intentional design behind her equipment. When you use it in the mountains, all these little details on your equipment really make a difference. Well done, if high price. I've never played a kuiu, so I can't help... Kuiu's guys were on Joe Rogan's podcast and you're right here. They're really trying to be
innovative and have done some cool things. I am tempted to dump all my Sitka by a full fleet of Kuiu but only a few years old seems a waste, not ready to o golpe... Ainda. 29/07/2016, 10:33 AM Join Data: Sep 2009 Localização: The North Posts: 1.216 I have Sitka Rain Gear works Amazing and I have Kuiu Guide gear
for mid weather hunting hunting As the kuiu fit the only thing I found was that the Camo pattern is not consistent on my Kuiu my Guide Vest and Chinook Jacket are not spot in one is noticeably darker but fits very well. 29/07/2016, 11:45 AM Join Date: Jul 2008 Location: Thorhild County Posts: 703 These are the only 2
brands you are considering? ___ 29/07/2016, 12:51 PM Join Date: Jun 2012 Posts: 206 Of course kuiu would step up scaling a bit, include some larger sizes. Well, I have to try someone else. 29/07/2016, 13:13 Departure time: Jan 2012 Location: Posts from West Alberta: 1,167 I would never buy either. To be spruced
up to look like an ad from Sitka could have bought a rifle. Personally I buy from mec or cabelas and what will do the trick. Usually a heavy fleece cabelas with a rain jacket for the mountains. Wool pants and a pair of rain pants is all that comes with me. My last rain pants had a tear on the opening trip so I tied them up and

they lasted 6 years hunting dalls not bad for 60 bucks and I didn't hear the sheep complaining. I think my touch says UFA. 29/07/2016, 13h55 Action Date: Feb 2011 Posts: 2,374 Quote: Originally posted by madball These are the only 2 brands you are considering? I also run a first light sweater wool It is very good , but
very heavy __ Only here to buy n sell ... 29/07/2016, 14h09 Ache:09: Jun 2010 Location: Alberta Posts: 431 I run mainly Kuiu because of the business I get through the guide/outfitter program and I've come to like a lot of your stuff, but I don't think you can beat the standard of open country optifade that Sitka uses. I buy
my wife Sitka because she fits in a size for some of her items and Kuiu doesn't seem too interested in making a female line yet. Sitka is also very high prices for a lot of items I find. ___o 270 will not disappoint you -Jack O'Connor 07-29-2016, 02:21 PM Join Date: Feb 2011 Posts: 2.374 If you know someone who gets
the guide business or the Sitka reseller is sold to them for 1/2 than the numbers web sites, there are shipping etc. but at that price is not so bad... I just paid the full price on things I needed yesterday ... ___ Just here to buy n sell... 29/07/2016, 14h32 Action Date: Jul 2010 Location: Rocky Mnt House Posts: 779 ONKA is
also a great mountain gear company and is based on B.C. I mainly use Kuiu, I have some sitka stuff. Mostly because I can't wait to order things like new gloves. Kuiu's fit is best for my body type. they build light weight mountain clothes for serosos as they call them mountain hunting athlete. So I kind of understand why
they don't build clothes for the well... rounder people.... It's not mine. just saying why most that are 100 lbs more more are not serious mountain hunters just saying. 29/07/2016, 14h39 Join Date: Mar 2011 Location: Ft.Saskatchewan Posts: 389 I broke last year and finally got an outfit from Sitka. I spent most of the 20
years wearing what was available, but even with the regular size of the clothes has been a problem for me. I have an inseam of 37, so pants are always a problem. Sitka is the only brand I know that offers pants in the length I need. I hated the idea of spending this guy on cash but after wearing proper clothes last year,
hunting was more enjoyable. Fjallraven clothes is another option. I bought a pair of pants for the start of the season and they're amazing. Stocks are a problem for them, so I have to wait until they pick up stock for a coat. 29/07/2016, 14:44 PM Join Date: Feb 2011 Posts: 2.374 Something so important that was not
brought is socks I'm using ultra light liners under weight socks med Kenatrek ___ Only here to buy n sell... 29/07/2016, 14:47 007 Join Date: May 2007 Location: lac ste anne county,west of Stony Plain Posts: 1162 Theres a new kid on the block as far as top-end hunting clothes go They just opened their doors yesterday
and have the same concept as kuiu Check out the website of UNEP Outdoors 07-29-2016, 03:22 PM Join Date: Mar 2015 Posts: 424 Quote: Originally posted by leeelmer ONKA is also a great mountain gear company and is based on B.C. I mainly use Kuiu, I have some sitka stuff. Mostly because I can't wait to order
things like new gloves. Kuiu's fit is best for my body type. they build light weight mountain clothes for serosos as they call them mountain hunting athlete. So I kind of understand why they don't build clothes for the well... rounder people.... It's not my company just saying why most who are 100 lbs overweight aren't serious
mountain hunters just saying. Onca Gear is what you think. That's what I have and I love things. Uploaded from my iPhone using Tapatalk 29-07-2016, 3:33 PM Join Date: Jul 2008 Location: Thorhild County Posts: 703 in my opinion, a conversation about high-end hunting clothes can't be had without First Lite in the mix.
They make the best wool in the game and their synthetic/waterproof membrane stuff is as good if not better than kuiu/sitka. They are constantly pushing boundaries with materials like the new Aerowool items and having tried/used equipment from First Lite, Kuiu, Sitka, Core4Element etc, their fit is the best in the
business. (IMO) ___ 29/07/2016, 17:53 Covered Date: Feb 2011 Posts: 2,374 Quote: Originally Posted by muzzy Theres a new kid on the block as far as the top end hunting clothes go They just opened the doors yesterday and have the same concept as kuiu Check out UNEP Thank you site Your warranty seems great
I think I'll ask for a pair of pants there My wooden lines are getting a little tired For bad they are not in Canada __ Just here to buy n sell... 29/07/2016, 08:48 PM Join Date: Dec 2007 Location: Ft.McMurray Posts: 319 KUIU I've been wearing your guide pants since they left. I can't say enough good things about your
products. There have been several friends who have been won over by their unfortunate jut products that the dollar is bad these days. Since I own the guide pants I acquired the following merino 145 and 210 1/4 zip Teton jacket insulated Teton raincoat Teton pants Ultra Merino 145 zip off pant Guide Guide Pant
Chugach NX pant Guide Glove Yukon Gaiter I wear a jeans 38 and wear a pants kuiu 40. They fit a little large, but still space for insulated layer. Jackets I use an XL and KUIU I use a XXL I'll say that their systems are designed to work with each other and the fit when the mix match is not as good, but even better than
others I own Look at the TETON line if looking for an average price system and be realistic from where and how you hunt on what equipment you get have fun 07-29-2016, 09:29 PM Join Date: May 2011 Location: whitecourt Posts: 1286 Quote: Originally posted by BackPackHunter If you know someone who gets the
business guide or reseller Sitka is sold to them for 1/2 than the numbers sites, there are shipping etc, but at that price is not so bad... I just paid the full price of the things I needed yesterday... That's why I use sitka. That and it works! 30/07/2016, 12:46 AM Join Date: Feb 2009 Location: AB Posts: 1325 Quote: Originally
posted by BackPackHunter Thankyou Your warranty sound great I think I'll order a pair of pants there My wooden lines are getting a little tired For bad they're not in Canada Whenever there's a new brand I question What if they go out of business in a few years then you're **** unlucky with any warrenty work. Less risk
with a proven brand. 30/07/2016, 09:38 AM Join Data: Feb 2011 Posts: 2,374 Quote: Originally posted by albertabighorn Whenever there is a new brand I question And if they go out of business in a few years then you're **** no luck with any warrenty work. Less risk with a proven brand. It's a bet for sure, but the pants
have a few things going for them on the wooden lines. There are heat dumps on the crotch, and zippers in 2 ways on the leg so you can put them off removing your boots, it doesn't have a built-in belt. As for Camo's standards, I could care less about what it is But I like Camo because I don't feel so dirty and look so dirty
wearing Camo, but if I have solid colors it gets stained and look dirty I have a color bag this year N he comes home looking really dirty when my camo bag doesn't show it __ Just here to buy n n 30/07/2016, 11:07 AM Join Date: Nov 2011 Location: Fort McMurray Posts: 604 I only own sitka stuff, not for any particular
reason, that's exactly how it worked. I started with the Timberline Pant jacket and Jetstream (my mid-season setup). I loved it so much that i kept adding pieces. I like Kuiu's stuff better, but Sitka serves me better. What I don't like about Kuiu are two things. 1) You can't try it anywhere, as i know. What happens if you ask
for a little and it doesn't fit? 2) You have to deal with customs with Kuiu. My friend was caught with customs when he asked for some. Early season system- Sitka Open Country Ascent pant and Jacket. Very light and elastic. No element protection Mid season system- Sitka Open Country Timberline Pant (amazing pants)
jetstream jacket (windstopper). Very flexible system with layer options. Last season's system/sit hunting- my mid-season system with Kelvin Pant and Jacket underneath. That's very hot almost too hot is to walk a lot. I think I want the fanatical pants/bib and jacket to replace my end-of-season setup. I think it's best to hunt
trees and get hot. My lower back cools down with my current setup at the end of the season. I think the big-time bib is going to fix this. It also has the super packable light weight Gortex (Dew Point, I think it's called) and expensive Sitka Open Country rain equipment. Stay at the bottom of my backpack until it's necessary.
30/07/2016, 23h20 Date of action: May 2007 Posts: 3.119 Another to consider is the Kryptek Attitude if the hunting of the sticky mountain. 31/07/2016, 07:26 AM Join Date: Jan 2013 Location: Calgary Posts: 978 Recently bought the Kuiu Guide pants and Guide jacket. I chose this level since they will work well for cooler
weather fighters where I'm moving/climbing and can layer up a bit to still hunt/glass. I didn't even consider buying Sitka because of the cost. Yes, I paid some tax on this setup, but it didn't even come close to the cost of a comparable Sitka system. I would have gone with First Lite before Sitka. I tried the jacket recently on
a reconnaissance trip to retrieve some photos from the game camera. It rained all weekend and although I put a shell over the guide jacket for part of the day, it didn't leak when it was the outer layer. I slept with my jacket and stayed warm all night in a tent that was full of rain. Very happy with the setup and looking
forward to using it this fall. ___-------------------------------------------------------_ 31/07/2016, 16:08 On board Date: Aug 2009 Location: Langdon, AB Posts: 377 Have any of you checked the UNEP equipment on your website? Looks like it will be comparable to sitka and kuiu and a little cheaper. No that you can have an order
delivered by September though. Although. Although.
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